FIND IT FAST
PRICE IT QUICK
ORDER IT ONLINE!

The new Liftomatic website not only covers a wide array of drum handling equipment but it is also extremely user-friendly. Plus, you can:
- compare specifications
- download literature
- order parts
- see demo videos
- get operation manuals
- learn about options
- request information
- request a quote
- see the list prices
- learn warranty details
- see tax and shipping
- find distributors
- learn tips and tricks
- see news and events
- study safety issues
- arrange onsite demos
- rent equipment, and
- contact us.

All this with just a click. Give it a try today!
www.liftomatic.com

Visit our website:
www.liftomatic.com ....for all your drum moving applications and explore our newest products and services. Let us know what you think.

LOOK FOR LIFTMATIC AT THESE UPCOMING TRADE SHOWS:
Chem-Edge – August 19–22, 2014, Nashville, TN
Safe drum handling for the 21st Century!
The LOM-4 Series of drum handling products feature a fully automatic and mechanical solution to handling all conventional rimmed steel, plastic and fiber drums. Capable of handling up to 2000 pounds per drum, 8000 pounds total, the LOM-4 Parrot-Beak drum handlers offer increased safety, drum protection, unitized handling and pallet change-out capabilities. They are also ideal for work on conveyor and fill line applications. Various LOM-4 models include:

- **Model L4F** Handles 1, 2, 3 or 4 drums at once. Perfect for staging, single layer stacking in trucks and anywhere 1-4 drums may be encountered. Good for pallet changeouts, too.

- **Model L4F-QC** All-new technology with the patented Quick-Claw® locking device which automatically locks the units directly to the forks. Eliminates safety chains and further improves operator efficiency.

- **Model L4F/CB** Combination of fork and crane mounted unit, Can be used on forklift or overhead lifting device. Additional models include the L4CB (crane/boom mounted unit for barge and ship loading or anywhere below-hook handling is needed).

- **Model L4C** Direct carriage mount unit-can be ordered for any Class II or class III carriage-eliminates need for forks.

- **Model S4F** Handles 4 drums at once only. Low profile height makes the S4F the perfect option for double stacking in containers or trucks.

- **Options** include spark-resistant packages, optional coatings for severe working environments.

Preventive Maintenance Kits

Avoid costly emergency repairs and untimely delays. Keep your Parrot-Beak® drum handling units in top condition with minimal downtime.

A full range of preventive maintenance kits are assembled and available with the technician in mind. Ranging from simple spring replacement kits to complete overhaul packages, the kits are complete with step-by-step instructions, lubricants and detailed parts listings for Liftomatic's line of drum handling equipment. The kits allow the maintenance professional to maintain, upgrade and rework worn or damaged equipment to operational status in less than an hour in most cases.

Contact Liftomatic or your authorized distributor today and keep your Liftomatic equipment where you want it... ON THE JOB.

Handle 1, 2, 3 or 4 drums at once, safely and efficiently

www.liftomatic.com
Two Drums At One Time

The Liftomatic Heavy-Duty DCM drum handler is automatic and mechanical. It handles 1 or 2 drums in a straight-line configuration. Ideal for loading containers and trucks, the DCM handles steel, plastic and fiber drums and has a total capacity of 2000 pounds (907Kg) per drum. The DCM can be ordered in fork or carriage-mounted configurations (shown here).

Equipped with Liftomatic’s exclusive “Parrot-Beak®” clamping system and cushioned belt-crades, the 2-DCM is capable of loading 80 drums into a truck or container in less than 40 minutes time.

Options include non-sparking components, EE/EX ratings, Quick-Claw® fork locking systems and Steel-It® USDA-approved stainless steel coating.

Safe, Secure, and Standard Drum Lifting

The Liftomatic ErgoMatic® Series of portable, electric or manual drum handlers are equipped with adjustable 45-degree straddle legs for safe handling of drums when approaching pallets, scales, retention areas or other corner-work applications. All models incorporate Liftomatic’s exclusive Parrot-Beak® clamping mechanism which allows the operator to safely grip the steel, plastic or fiber drum up to 880 lbs. throughout the pick-up and release process. A double Parrot-Beak system (shown below) is also available for heavier fiber and plastic drums. Options include 35” lift height, on-board scale, spark-resistant and other coatings.
Searching for ways to lower costs and increase productivity?

Day in, day out – simple dependable drum handling is here. The FTA Parrot-Beak for steel drums is all about safe, solid and reliable drum handling. The same unit can also handle plastic and fiber drums, including the ISO drum.

Padded belt-cradles™ offer protection for the drum sidewall. Optional spark-resistant and explosion-proof packages are also available. A 12-month warranty against any defects in parts or workmanship is standard.

Handle one to four drums at a time with a working capacity of up to 1500 lbs. per drum.